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Abstract
We calculate one–loop corrections to the vertexes and propagators of photons and charged particles
in the strong electric field backgrounds. We use the Schwinger–Keldysh diagrammatic technique.
We observe that photon’s Keldysh propagator receives growing with time infrared contribution.
As the result, loop corrections are not suppressed in comparison with tree–level contribution. This
effect substantially changes the standard picture of the pair production. To sum up leading IR
corrections from all loops we consider the infrared limit of the Dyson–Schwinger equations and
reduce them to a single kinetic equation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the seminal paper of Schwinger [1] pair creation by strong electric fields has been exten-
sively studied by many authors (see e.g. [2] – [29]). These studies were based either on tree–level
calculations and/or were using Feynman diagrammatic technique. Common wisdom is that loop
corrections should not bring anything substantially new to the Schwinger’s pair creation picture.
In fact, usually it is believed that loop contributions cannot bring anything else but the UV renor-
malization or corrections to the effective Lagrangian. The goal of this note is to show that this is
an incorrect intuition and the tree–level picture or the picture provided by the Feynman technique
is incomplete.
In condensed matter theory it is known that infrared (IR) loop corrections can become strong
in non–stationary situations — loop corrections can be comparable to the tree–level contributions
(see e.g. [30] and [31]). In this note we observe similar effects in scalar electrodynamics on strong
electric field backgrounds. These effects, as we will see, substantially change the picture of the
particle production in strong electric fields.
In particular, we show that the one–loop correction to the Keldysh propagator of the gauge
field has a secularly growing contribution. This growth has nothing to do with the zero mass of the
2photon. It appears due to a change of the levels populations and signals that there is also photon
production by the background field. This photon production happens simultaneously together with
the charge pair production. (But we do not see such a growth in the propagators for the charged
fields at the first loop.)
We observe that the secular growth of the one–loop contribution in constant field background
starts right after we turn on interactions and lasts as long as the field is on. Such a situation leads
to the so called adiabatic catastrophe [32]: It means the impossibility to shift the moment after
which the interactions are adiabatically turned on to the past infinity. I.e. in constant electric field
background quantum field theory shows an inconsistency at the loop level. In the electric pulse
background we observe the growth of the loop corrections only during the time period when the
field is on. This situation in many respects is similar to the one which is seen in de Sitter space [32],
[33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39] (see [40] for the review). For the IR effects in electrodynamics
in a bit different settings please consider [41] and also [42], [44].
The fact that loop corrections to the propagators are not suppressed in comparison with tree–
level contributions rises the question of the summation of the leading corrections from all loops.
We address this issue in the section on kinetic equation. In that section we derive the kinetic
equation for the photons on the strong background fields as the IR limit of the Dyson–Schwinger
equation for the corresponding propagator.
A. Setup of the problem
We study massive scalar coupled to electromagnetic field in (3 + 1) dimensions:
S =
∫
d4x
[
1
2
|Dµφ|2 − 1
2
m2|φ|2 − 1
4
F 2µν − jclµ Aµ
]
. (1)
Here Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ; the source j
cl
µ creates a background field, which is a solution of Maxwell’s
equations ∂µF clµν = j
cl
ν . The corresponding gauge-potential is A
cl
µ . We divide the full gauge potential
into two pieces Aµ = A
cl
µ + aµ — classical and quantum parts.
Throughout this paper, we will denote the external gauge-potential Aclµ as Aµ. We will study
two particular types of background fields: the constant field A1(t) = Et, for which j
cl
µ = 0, and the
pulse A1(t) = ET tanh
(
t
T
)
, which transforms into Et, as T →∞.
In the presence of an external electromagnetic field the equation of motion for φ is(
D2µ +m
2
)
φ = 0. The harmonic expansion of the scalar field is as follows φ(t, ~x) =∫
d3p
(2π)3
[
a~p e
i ~p ~xfp(t) + b
+
~p
e−i ~p ~xf∗−p(t)
]
, where the time harmonics, fp(t), obey:
[
∂
2
t + ω
2
p(t)
]
fp(t) = 0, and ωp(t) =
√
m2 +
[
~p+ e ~A(t)
]2
, ~A(t) = (A1(t), 0, 0) . (2)
For those choices of A1(t) that we consider in this note one can find fp(t) exactly (see e.g. [29]), but
for our purposes we do not need this exact form. We will use the WKB approximation, which works
when |p1 + eA1(t)| ≫ m [32]. In this approximation the harmonic functions can be represented as:
3fp(t) =


A(p⊥)√
2ωp(t)
e
−i
t∫
thc
ωp(t′)dt′
+ B(p⊥)√
2ωp(t)
e
i
t∫
thc
ωp(t′)dt′
, t < thc
C(p⊥)√
2ωp(t)
e
−i
t∫
thc
ωp(t′)dt′
+ D(p⊥)√
2ωp(t)
e
i
t∫
thc
ωp(t′)dt′
, t > thc.
(3)
In the vicinity of the point thc, where p1+eA1(thc) = 0, the WKB approximation breaks down. Here
A,B,C,D are some complex functions of the momentum orthogonal to the background field, ~p⊥ =
(p2, p3). When A = 1, B = 0 the corresponding harmonics, f
in
p (t), and annihilation operators, a
in
p
and binp , define the so called in-state: a
in
p |in〉 = binp |in〉 = 0 (see e.g. [29]). For such harmonics,
however, both C and D are simultaneously not zero. (This can be seen if one considers (2) as the
Schro¨dinger equation with the scattering potential ω2(t).) Furthermore, when C = 1, D = 0 we
have the so called out-harmonics, f outp (t), and the corresponding annihilation operators, a
out
p and
boutp . They define the so called out-state. For these harmonics A and B are simultaneously not
zero.
In the pulse background ωp(t) is time independent when t≪ T and t≫ T . Hence, in this case
the in– and out–harmonics become just linear combinations of the ordinary plane waves. That is
not the case in the constant electric field background. However, in the constant field eq.(2) has an
extra symmetry: p1 → p1 + α and t→ t− α/eE. Then, fp(t) = fp⊥(p1 + eEt) = fp⊥(pph), where
pph = p1+ eEt. Furthermore, we have that f
in∗
p⊥
(pph) = f
out
p⊥
(−pph) (see e.g. [46], [45]). Moreover,
as the corollary of this symmetry in the constant electric field background one can construct a
peculiar time-symmetric state [46], [45], for which harmonic functions obey f s∗p⊥ (pph) = f
s
p⊥
(−pph).
For these harmonics all A,B,C,D in (3) are nonzero.
Because of the described above behavior of the harmonic functions the Hamiltonian of the free
scalar theory cannot be diagonalized once and forever [29]. However, in the pulse background
in–harmonics diagonalize this Hamiltonian at the past infinity, while out–harmonics do the same
at the future infinity. At the same time, in the constant electric background none of the choices
of the harmonic functions does the diagonalization of the free Hamiltonian at the past or future
infinity. That is because the background field is never switched off, while the free Hamiltonian is
diagonalized only by single plane waves [29]. As the result, in the formulas below we do not specify
the explicit form of the harmonic functions, fp(t), unless it is necessary to complete the calculation.
Moreover, in such a situation we prefer to study the behavior of the correlation functions. Only
the proper interpretation of this behavior allows sometimes to find a particle description (see e.g.
[40]).
Because of the time–dependence of the free Hamiltonian, the field theory under considera-
tion is in non-stationary situation. Hence, to calculate correlation functions one has to ap-
ply the Keldysh-Schwinger (KS) diagrammatic technique instead of the Feynman one [30], [31].
In such a formalism every particle is described by the matrix propagator, whose entries are
the Keldysh propagator DK = 12
〈{
φ(x), φ¯(y)
}〉
, and the retarded and advanced propagators
DA,R = ∓θ(∓∆t) 〈[φ(x), φ¯(y)]〉 (and the same for the gauge fields, with φ → aµ). Due to
spatial homogeneity of the background fields we find it convenient to make the spatial Fourier
4transformation of these propagators. Then, at the tree–level they look like:
DK0 (p, t1, t2) =
1
2
[
fp(t1) f
∗
p (t2) + fp(t1) f
∗
p (t2)
]
, (4)
DR,A0 (p, t1, t2) = ∓θ(∓∆t)
[
fp(t1) f
∗
p (t2)− f∗p (t1) fp(t2)
]
,
GK0 µν(p, t1, t2) = −gµν
cos [|p|(t1 − t2)]
2|p| and G
R,A
0 µν(p, t1, t2) = ∓igµνθ(∓∆t)
sin [|p|(t1 − t2)]
|p| .
Propagators denoted as DK,A,R0 and G
K,A,R
0 describe complex scalar and electromagnetic fields,
correspondingly. Unlike the standard textbooks situations we consider here exact harmonics, fp(t),
rather than plane waves.
Apart from other advantages, the partial Fourier transformation allows to address the behavior
of each ~p–harmonic separately. Then the retarded and advanced propagators allow to specify the
spectrum of the quasi–particles, while the Keldysh propagators specify the state of the theory,
i.e. define which ~p-levels are occupied [31]. E.g., if the quantum average was done with the use
of an arbitrary state |ψ〉 which respects spatial translational invariance, the form of the Keldysh
propagators would have been:
DK(p, t1, t2) =
[〈
ψ
∣∣∣a+~p a~p∣∣∣ψ〉+ 12
]
fp(t1)f
∗
p (t2) +
〈
ψ
∣∣a~pb−~p∣∣ψ〉 fp(t1)fp(t2) +
+(a→ b, ~p→ −~p, h.c.),
GKµν(q, t1, t2) =
[〈
ψ
∣∣∣α+~qµα~qν∣∣∣ψ〉− gµν2
] e−i|q|(t1−t2)
2|q| +
〈
ψ
∣∣α~qµα−~qν∣∣ψ〉 e−i|q|(t1+t2)
2|q| + h.c., (5)
while the form of the tree–level retarded and advanced propagators would not change. Such Keldysh
propagators reduce to (4) only if |ψ〉 is annihilated by the annihilation operators. Obviously quan-
tum averages 〈α+α〉, 〈a+a〉 and 〈b+b〉 define population numbers, while 〈αα〉, 〈aa〉 (and their
hermitian conjugates) define anomalous quantum averages. The behavior of these expectation val-
ues becomes peculiar only in non-stationary situations and only after turning on self–interactions.
In fact, if there are no self–interactions or the situation is stationary, then these quantum averages
just remain constant (or even zero), while the interesting situation is when they start to grow with
time. The latter phenomenon cannot be seen in Feynman diagrammatic technique.
For the better understanding of the discussion below it is convenient to keep in mind that
Schwinger–Keldysh technique is explicitly causal and loop expressions, which we obtain below
with the use of this technique, can be understood as solutions of Cauchy problem whose initial
data are given by the tree–level expressions.
B. Tree–level current
The most interesting correlation function to study in the strong background electric fields is the
current. At the tree–level it looks as:
5〈: Jx :〉 = 2e
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(p1 + eEt)
[
|fp(t)|2 − 1
2ωp(t)
]
. (6)
Here the last term under the integral cancels UV divergent contribution to the current, if it is
present.
In the constant electric field background we obtain that 〈: Jx :〉 = 0 for the time–symmetric
vacuum. To see this one has to convert the integration variables p1 → pph and to note that for
this vacuum
∣∣f sp⊥(pph)∣∣2 is an even function of pph. Thus, the current should vanish just as the
consequence of the time translation and time reversal invariance of the theory in the constant
electric field (for the discussion on this issue see, e.g., [46], [45]).
At the same time, for the pulse background the result is that [13], [43], [32], [46], [45]:
〈: Jx :〉 ∝ T e3E2 e−
pim2
eE . (7)
The physical meaning of this answer is easy to understand. If we have a situation with the
Schwinger’s constant pair production per unit four–volume — Γ ∝ (eE)2 e−pim
2
eE — then, the
density of the charge carriers grows linearly and, hence, the current should also grow during the
whole period, T , when the background field is on.
II. ONE–LOOP CONTRIBUTIONS
In this section we show that in the strong background electric fields there are correlation func-
tions which have growing with time (IR) loop contributions. We start our consideration with
two–point functions, DK,A,R(p, t1, t2) and G
K,A,R(p, t1, t2), and continue with the vertices (three–
point functions). For the case of the two–point functions we take the limit t1+t22 = t → ∞, when
t1 − t2 = const.
We would like to stress now that the partial Fourier transformed expressions for the loop inte-
grals are not straightforwardly sensitive to the UV loop divergences. To see the latter one has to
transform back to the spatial coordinates or to make the full space-time Fourier transformation, if
possible.
To start with, let us show that there are no large contributions to the retarded and advanced
propagators in the limit under consideration. E.g. the one-loop contribution to the advanced scalar
propagator is as follows1:
DA1 (p, t1, t2) =
t2∫
t1
dt4
t4∫
t1
dt3D
A
0 (p, t1, t3)Σ
A(p, t3, t4)D
A
0 (p, t4, t2), (8)
1 The argumentation for the other retarded and advanced propagators (both for photons and scalars) is absolutely
the same.
6where more or less standard explicit expressions for the self–energy ΣA(p, t3, t4) via D
K,A,R
0 and
GK,A,R0 in several different theories can be found in [30] or [31]. We do not need the explicit
formula to draw our conclusions. In fact, because of the presence of the Heaviside θ–function in
every retarded and advanced propagator we have those limits of the t3,4 integration which are
shown in (8). This fact is in the basis of the proof that DA1 and D
R
1 have the same advanced and
retarded properties as their tree–level counterparts [31]. Because of these properties DA1 cannot
have growing contributions, if t1 − t2 is held fixed.
A. One–loop correction to the photon’s Keldysh propagator
We start with the case of photons. In the limit under consideration the leading one–loop
correction to the photon’s Keldysh propagator can be written in the following form:
GKµν(q, t1, t2) =
[
nµν(q, t)− gµν
2
] e−i|q|(t1−t2)
2|q| + κµν(q, t)
e−i|q|(t1+t2)
2|q| + h.c., (9)
where:
nµν(q, t) = e
2
t∫
t0
dt3
t∫
t0
dt4
e−i|q|(t3−t4)
2|q|
∫
d3k
(2π)3
×
×
[
fk(t3)Dµfk+q(t3) − Dµfk(t3)fk+q(t3)
] [
f∗k (t4)Dνf
∗
k+q(t4) − Dνf∗k (t4)f∗k+q(t4)
]
,
and κµν(q, t) = −2e2
t∫
t0
dt3
t1∫
t0
dt4
ei|q|(t3+t4)
2|q|
∫
d3k
(2π)3
×
×
[
fk(t3)Dµfk+q(t3) − Dµfk(t3)fk+q(t3)
] [
f∗k (t4)Dνf
∗
k+q(t4) − Dνf∗k (t4)f∗k+q(t4)
]
. (10)
Here Dµ fp(t) ≡ (∂t, ip1 + ieA1(t), ip2, ip3) fp(t) and t0 is a moment of time, after which the inter-
actions are adiabatically turned on. In these expressions we neglect the difference between t1,2 and
t in the limit under consideration. This is mathematically rigorous in the leading approximation,
if nµν(q, t) and κµν(q, t) have a divergence as t→ +∞.
To better understand the point that we advocate below, please compare (9), (10) to GK in (5).
Taking into account that we have started with zero nµν in (4) its growth with time due to loop
effects would mean that quantum corrections generate photon production (the change of the level
population). At the same time, secular growth of the anomalous quantum average κµν would mean
that the initial ground state of the field in question is substantially modified in the future infinity.
To calculate nµν and κµν we start with the case of the constant electric field, when fp(t) =
fp⊥(p1 + eEt). Then we make the following change of integration variables t
′ = t3+t42 , τ =
t3−t4
2 .
As the result, we obtain the τ–integral in the range [t0 − t, t − t0], but its integrand is rapidly
oscillating for large τ . Hence, to estimate nµν and κµν we can extend the upper and lower limits
of the τ–integration to the plus and minus infinity, correspondingly. Then the result is:
7nµν(q, t) = 2 e
2
t∫
t0
dt′
∞∫
−∞
dτ
e−2i|q|τ
2|q|
∫
d3k
(2π)3
×
×
[
fk(τ)Dµfk+q(τ) − Dµfk(τ)fk+q(τ)
] [
f∗k (−τ)Dνf∗k+q(−τ) − Dνf∗k (−τ)f∗k+q(−τ)
]
,
and κµν(q, t) = −4e2
t∫
t0
e2i|q|t
′
2|q| dt
′
∞∫
0
dτ
∫
d3k
(2π)3
×
×
[
fk(τ)Dµfk+q(τ) − Dµfk(τ)fk+q(τ)
] [
f∗k (−τ)Dνf∗k+q(−τ) − Dνf∗k (−τ)f∗k+q(−τ)
]
. (11)
Now one can see that the integrand of
∫
dt′ in the expression for nµν does not depend on t
′. (From
the mathematical point of view that happens due to the invariance of the harmonic functions
fk⊥(k1 + eEt) under simultaneous compensating shifts of k1 and t.) As the result, the two-point
function has a large contribution as follows — nµν = e
2(t− t0)Aµν , where
Aµν = 2
∞∫
−∞
dτ
e−2i|q|τ
2|q|
∫
d3k
(2π)3
×
×
[
fk(τ)Dµfk+q(τ) − Dµfk(τ)fk+q(τ)
] [
f∗k (−τ)Dνf∗k+q(−τ) − Dνf∗k (−τ)f∗k+q(−τ)
]
This contribution is present for any choice of the exact harmonic functions fp(t) and it is straight-
forward to show that its coefficient, Aµν , is well defined in the sense of generalized functions: I.e.
neither τ nor k integrals are divergent, but for large k and q there are δ–functional contributions
to Aµν . At the same time, due to the presence of the oscillating factor inside the dt
′ integration in
the second equation in (11), we do not have such a divergence in κµν . This just means that κµν
is suppressed in comparison with nµν and we have obviously chosen the correct ground state for
the electromagnetic field. But the presence of the secularly growing nµν means that in the future
infinity the theory in question is going to end up in an excited rather than in the photon’s vacuum
state2.
The contribution in question is nothing but an IR divergence. Its regulator, t0, cannot be taken
to the past infinity. I.e., unlike the case of zero background electric field, one cannot take the
moment of turning on self–interactions to the past infinity. In fact, when E → 0 the harmonic
functions are converted into plain waves, fp(t)→ eiωp t. Then the factor of the divergence, e2(t−t0),
becomes proportional to
∫
d3k δ (|q|+ ωk + ωk−q), after the dτ integration. The δ–function here
ensures the energy conservation. Hence, if E = 0 the prefactor of the IR divergence in nµν is
zero and one can take t0 → −∞. At the same time, if the background field is not zero the sharp
2 Let us stress here that the contribution in question has nothing to do with the vanishing photon’s mass. In fact,
let us add to the theory in question the Yukawa coupling of the charged scalar under consideration, φ, to a massive
real (neutral) scalar, λϕ|φ|2. Then the analogous to (11) expression for np of ϕ is even simpler: Under the dτ
integral one just has the product of four harmonic functions without derivatives. Then np does have the same
type of contribution. Obviously, however, its prefactor is suppressed for more massive fields.
8δ–function gets eroded because there is no conservation of energy in time–dependent background
fields. As the result we obtain the IR divergence in question3.
As we will see below, the factor multiplying e2(t − t0) is just a piece of the collision integral,
which is due to the (unusual for the empty space) particle creation by the background field. We
have here the simultaneous creation of one photon, eiqt in (11), and two oppositely charged scalars,
fk and fk+q.
Note that even if e2 is very small, after a long enough time period loop correction, e2(t − t0),
becomes comparable to the tree–level contribution. I.e. the loop correction, nµν , is essentially
a classical quantity. That is not a very unusual phenomenon in non–stationary quantum field
theory [31]. These observations put forward the question of the summation of all unsuppressed
loop corrections in the limit t− t0 →∞. We address this problem below in the section on kinetic
equation.
The presence of such a divergence in nµν simply means that one cannot have eternal and
everywhere constant electric field: although constant E is a vacuum solution of the Maxwell’s
equations (jclµ = 0), and the tree–level current, 〈: Jx :〉, is zero, the quantum field theory is still
shows an inconsistency at the loop level.
In the light of what we have just said, it is physically appropriate to consider electric pulse
background A1(t) = ET tanh
(
t
T
)
instead of the eternal and everywhere constant field. In the pulse
background one obtains the same expressions for nµν and κµν as in (10) with the corresponding
harmonic functions fp(t). Unfortunately, then the integrals in (10) cannot be taken exactly, but we
can estimate them when T → ∞, t0 ≪ −T and t ≫ T . We can distinguish three regions of time
integration: before (t0 < t3,4 < −T ), inside (−T < t3,4 < T ) and after (T < t3,4 < t) the electric
pulse. The interference terms between these regions do not bring large contributions to nµν and
κµν .
Before and after the pulse, the harmonics are linear combinations of plain waves, Ae−iωpt +
Beiωpt, with some complex functions, A and B, of p⊥. After their substitution into (10) and the
change of the integration variables and, then, integration over τ = (t3−t4)/2, the situation becomes
similar to the case of zero background field: under the d3k integral we obtain δ–functions of the
type δ(|q| ± ωk−q ± ωk). The arguments of these δ–functions never zero. Hence, the integration
regions under discussion do not bring large contributions to nµν . At the same time, to estimate
the contribution to nµν coming from the region inside the pulse we can use the same calculation
as in the constant field background, if T →∞. Therefore, in the pulse we have the following large
IR contribution: nµν ∼ e2 T Aµν .
3 Note that if one were using another gauge for the background field, where A0 = −Ex, the loop calculation would
have been similar. One should also use Schwinger–Keldysh technique and keep in mind that, if the situation is
really stationary, the result of calculation reduces to the one obtained via the Feynman technique. In this gauge
one will obtain the δ–function establishing energy conservation. But the argument of such a function can become
zero, because the invariant energy standing in the argument of this δ–function is ω − eEx. Hence, in this gauge
one will also encounter the time divergence in question.
9B. Properties of nµν
We will show now that nµν is transversal, nµν(q, t) q
ν = 0. It is obvious that nµν(q, t < t0) q
ν = 0
because we have started with such a state where nµν(q, t) = 0 before t0. After the multiplication
of (10) by qµ and a straightforward calculation, we find:
nµν(q, t) q
µ = e2
t∫
−∞
dt3
t∫
−∞
dt4
∫
d3k
(2π)3
|q| e−i|q|(t3−t4)
2|q| ×
×
[
fk(t3)∂t3fk−q(t3) − ∂t3fk(t3)fk−q(t3)
] [
f∗k (t4)Dνf
∗
k−q(t4) − Dνf∗k (t4)f∗k−q(t4)
]
+
+e2
t∫
−∞
dt3
t∫
−∞
dt4
∫
d3k
(2π)3
e−i|q|(t3−t4)
2|q| ×
×i∂t3
[
fk(t3)∂t3fk−q(t3) − ∂t3fk(t3)fk−q(t3)
] [
f∗k (t4)Dνf
∗
k−q(t4) − Dνf∗k (t4)f∗k−q(t4)
]
=
= ie2
t∫
−∞
dt4
∫
d3k
(2π)3
e−i|q|(t−t4)
2|q| ×
×
[
fk(t)∂tfk−q(t) − ∂tfk(t)fk−q(t)
] [
f∗k (t4)Dνf
∗
k−q(t4) − Dνf∗k (t4)f∗k−q(t4)
]
. (12)
To derive this expression we have used equations of motion for fp(t). Now we use fp(t) = fp⊥(p+
eEt) and make the change of variables t4 = t+ τ, k → k − eEt. Then:
nµν(q, t)q
µ = ie2
0∫
−∞
dτ
∫
d3k
(2π)3
ei|q|τ1
2|q| ×
×
[
fk(0)∂tfk−q(0) − ∂tfk(0)fk−q(0)
] [
f∗k (τ)Dνf
∗
k−q(τ) − Dνf∗k (τ)f∗k−q(τ)
]
. (13)
Hence, nµν q
µ is time independent and nµν(q, t)q
µ = nµν(q, t < t0)q
µ = 0. Thus, we have that
nµν(q, t) = πµν nq(t), where πµν is a time independent symmetric transversal tensor |q|π0ν−qiπiν =
0. Note, however, that this proof does not quite work for the case of the pulse background due to
the moments of turning on and switching off the background field. At the same time, we do not
know any deep physical reason why nµν has to be transversal in all situations. All we can state at
this point is that nµν receives only transversal contributions from the constant field background.
Furthermore, it can be seen form (10) that nq(t) is positive, because:
nq(t) ∝ e2
∫
d3k
(2π)3
1
2|q|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
t0
dt [fk(t)Dµfk+q(t)−Dµfk(t)fk+q(t)] e−i|q|t
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≥ 0. (14)
Finally we would like to understand if the presence of non–zero nµν does lead to a flux of photons or
does not. To see that, we calculate the quantum average of T0i component of the energy momentum
tensor:
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〈: T0i :〉 ≡ 〈T0i(E)〉 − 〈T0i(E = 0)〉 =
∫
d3q
(2π)3
1
2 |~q|
[
q0qi n+ q
2
µ n0i − qµqi nµ0 − q0qµ nµ i
]
. (15)
Using that nµν q
µ = 0, q2µ = 0 and q
0 = |~q| for the photon, we find 〈: T0i :〉 =
∫
d3q
(2π)3
n(q)
2 qi. It is
not hard to see that n(−~q) = n(~q). Hence 〈: T0i :〉 = 0 and the flux is seemingly vanishing. (The
diagonal components of 〈: Tµν :〉 do not vanish.) However, one can check that 〈: TR01 :〉, which
contains the integral
∫ +∞
0 dq1, is not zero. This is the flux in the right direction along the x–axis.
Also 〈: TL01 :〉, which contains the integral
∫ 0
−∞ dq1, is also not zero. But they compensate each
other is the total expression for the flux. Hence, the flux is actually not zero but is equal in both
positive and negative x–directions simultaneously.
C. One–loop correction to the scalar Keldysh propagator
The one–loop correction to the scalar Keldysh propagator, in the limit t = (t1 + t2)/2 → ∞,
when t1 − t2 = const, can be also expressed as:
DK(p, t1, t2) =
[
n
+
p (t) +
1
2
]
fp(t1)f
∗
p (t2) + κ
+
p (t)fp(t1)fp(t2) + (+↔ −, ~p↔ −~p) , (16)
where:
n+p (t) = e
2
t∫
t0
dt3
t∫
t0
dt4
∫
d3q
(2π)3
e−i|q|(t3−t4)
2|q| ×
×
{
−
[
(2~p⊥ + ~q⊥)
2 + (2p1 + q1 + 2eEt3)(2p1 + q1 + 2eEt4)
]
fp(t3)f
∗
p (t4)fp+q(t3)f
∗
p+q(t4)+
+
[
f˙p(t3)fp+q(t3)− fp(t3)f˙p+q(t3)
] [
f˙∗p (t4)f
∗
p+q(t4)− f∗p (t4)f˙∗p+q(t4)
]}
, (17)
and κ+p (t) = e
2
t∫
t0
dt3
t∫
t0
dt4
∫
d3q
(2π)3
e−i|q|(t3−t4)
2|q| ×
×
{
−
[
(2~p⊥ + ~q⊥)
2 + (2p1 + q1 + 2eEt3)(2p1 + q1 + 2eEt4)
]
fp(t3)f
∗
p (t4)fp+q(t3)f
∗
p+q(t4)+
+
[
f˙∗p (t3)fp+q(t3)− f∗p (t3)f˙p+q(t3)
] [
f˙∗p (t4)f
∗
p+q(t4)− f∗p (t4)f˙∗p+q(t4)
]}
,
and similar expressions for the anti-particles — n− and κ−. Here we denote f˙(t) = df/dt and, to
trace the existence of the divergence, we neglect the difference between t1,2 and t in the limit under
consideration.
Again we start with the case of the constant electric field. Making the same transformations as
in the calculation of nµν , t
′ = (t3 + t4)/2 and τ = (t3 − t4)/2, it is straightforward to show that
n+p (t) = n
+
p⊥
(pph), where pph = p1 + eEt. Then, taking ∂/∂pph derivative of the both sides of the
first equation in (17), we obtain:
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eE
∂n+p⊥(pph)
∂pph
≡ I[pph] = e2
∞∫
−∞
dτ
∫
d3q
(2π)3
e−2i|q|τ
2|q| ×
×
{
−
[
(2~p⊥ − ~q⊥)2 + (2pph − q1 + 2eEτ)(2pph − q1 − 2eEτ)
]
×
×fp⊥ (pph + eEτ) f∗p⊥ (pph − eEτ) fp⊥−q⊥ (pph + q1 + eEτ) f∗p⊥−q⊥ (pph − q1 − eEτ) +[
f˙p⊥ (pph + eEτ) fp⊥−q⊥ (pph − q1 + eEτ)− fp⊥ (pph + eEτ) f˙p⊥−q⊥ (pph − q1 + eEτ)
]
×
×
[
f˙∗p⊥ (pph − eEτ) f∗p⊥−q⊥ (pph − q1 − eEτ)− f∗p⊥ (pph − eEτ) f˙∗p⊥−q⊥ (pph − q1 − eEτ)
]}
, (18)
where we have changed ~q → −~q. Now we would like to find the largest non–oscillating contribution
to I[pph] in the limit pph →∞ (t → +∞). E.g., if such a contribution is constant, then in such a
limit we have a linear growth in n+.
Large photon momenta, |q|, and large τ do not give substantial contributions to I[pph] due the
rapid oscillating factors under the integral. Hence, in the limit pph → ∞ we can expand over
powers of q1 and keep only linear terms. The generic form the harmonic functions in the limit
pph →∞ is as follows (3):
fp⊥(pph) ≈ α ·
(pph
m
)im2⊥
2eE
exp
[
i
p2
ph
2eE
]
√
2
(
m2⊥ + p
2
ph
) 1
4
+ β ·
(pph
m
)−im2⊥
2eE
exp
[
−i p
2
ph
2eE
]
√
2
(
m2⊥ + p
2
ph
) 1
4
. (19)
Here m2⊥ = ~p
2
⊥ +m
2, and α and β are functions of p⊥.
In the limit under consideration the largest non-oscillating contributions to I[pph] will come
from the interference terms between two exponents of (19) in the products of the harmonics func-
tions. Then, after a straightforward calculation and, keeping only the largest and homogeneous
contributions as pph →∞, we get
I[pph] ∝ e2
∞∫
−∞
dτ
∫
d3q
(2π)3
1
p2ph
e−2i|q|τ
2|q| ×
×
[
|α(p⊥ − q⊥)|2 |β(p⊥)|2 e−2iq1τ + |α(p⊥)|2|β(p⊥ − q⊥)|2 e2iq1τ
]
∝ 1
p2ph
. (20)
Obviously
∫ pph dkph
k2
ph
converges as pph →∞. Hence, there are no growing with t (or pph) contribu-
tions to n+ at the first loop. Similarly we do not find secular growth in κ+ and in n−, κ−. It is
worth stressing at this point, however, that at the second loop level (∼ e4) there will be secularly
growing contributions to n± and κ±. They are coming from those divergences, which are present
in nµν at the first loop. As we will see below, these contributions are due to the decay of the
produced photons into charged pairs under the influence of the background field4.
4 It is probably worth stressing here that n± receive finite non–zero contributions form the first loop, but there is
no secular growth.
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We continue with the pulse background. In the region |t3,4| ≪ T , where the field is on, the
situation is similar to the constant electric field background. At the same time, in the region
|t3,4| ≫ T the harmonics are just linear combinations of plain waves, e±iωpt. Then after the
integration over τ we obtain that the corresponding contribution to n+ is a linear combination of
the δ–functions δ (|q| ± ωp ± ωp+q). Hence, in the pulse background we also do not have a secular
growth in n± from the first loop. However, of course there are secularly growing contributions from
the higher loops, which appear due to5 nµν .
In view of what we have been saying above, this may sound very surprising: on the one hand,
at the tree–level we see growing current, 〈Jx〉, which should be due to created particles, but, on
the other hand, we do not see a linear growth in n± at the first loop. To resolve the apparent
paradox, one should keep in mind that the correct quantity to interpret as the particle density is
n+p (t) fp(t)f
∗
p (t) rather than just n
+
p (t) itself. But even if n
± is zero we still obtain a non-trivial
〈Jx〉 from zero–point fluctuations 12fp(t)f∗p (t). Note that for photons these two expressions for the
particle density do coincide, because their harmonics are just plane waves.
D. One–loop corrections to the vertex
In this subsection we discuss the three-point functions in the Schwinger’s, ±, parametrization
of the propagator matrix [30], [31]. Let us consider, e.g., G−−−µ (x1, x2, x3). We are interested in
the limit when ti − tj = const and t1+t2+t33 → ∞. We make the Fourier transformation over the
spatial coordinates. To understand the result of the one loop correction to the vertex, we start our
consideration with the tree–level expression for G−−−µ (t, p, q):
G−−−treeµ(t, p, q) =
e
2|q|Im

e−i|q|tfp(t)fp+q(t)
t∫
−∞
dτei|q|τ
(
f∗p (τ)
←→
D µ(τ)f
∗
p+q(τ)
) , (21)
where p, q are momenta of one of the charged scalars and of the photon, correspondingly. Here we
neglect the difference between t1,2,3 and t =
t1+t2+t3
3 in the limit under consideration.
At the same time the typical term appearing in the one–loop correction to G−−−µ (t, p, q) is
∆G−−−loopµ(t, p, q) ∝
e3
2|q| e
±i|q|t f¯p(t)f¯p+q(t)
∫ t
−∞
dt1e
∓i|q|t1
∫
d3k
(2π)3
(
f¯p−k(t1)
←→
D µ(t1)f¯p−k+q(t1)
)
×
×
[∫ t
−∞
dt2
∫ t
−∞
dt3
e±i|k|(t2−t3)
2|k|
(
f¯p(t2)
←→
D ν(t2)f¯p−k(t2)
)(
f¯p−k+q(t3)
←→
D ν(t3)f¯p+q(t3)
)]
(22)
5 It is worth stressing at this point that the behavior of n± depends on the type of the interaction. Consider e.g.
λ|φ|4 selfinteraction on top of the electromagnetic one. Then n± will have an extra contribution at the second
loop — at λ2 order. This contribution will contain terms which after the pulse (when the field is already switched
off) will be linear combinations of the δ–functions as follows: δ(ωp ± ωk1 ±ωk2 ±ωk3). That is due to interference
terms between plane waves in the products of four harmonics involved. The arguments of these δ–functions can
vanish, when two ω’s have positive sign, while the other two are coming with the negative one. Hence, in this
case we will have growing with time contributions to n± at the λ2 order. It will describe creation of four particles
directly from the background field.
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where f¯p(t) can stand for either fp(t) or f
∗
p (t) depending on which particular term we consider.
After the same calculations as in the previous section, one can see, that the expression in the
square brackets is convergent and is proportional to
∫
(A+Bτ)dτei|k|(1−cos θ)τ = Aδ [|k|(1 − cos θ)]+
Bδ′[|k|(1− cos θ)], where θ is the angle between ~k and the background field E, while A and B are
some finite expressions. Now one can see that the one–loop correction to the three–point function
G−−−µ (t, p, q) does not receive any large IR contributions. Similar arguments are valid for other
types of vertex functions, because they contain the same type of terms as in (22).
III. SUMMATION OF THE LEADING IR CORRECTIONS FROM ALL LOOPS
(KINETIC EQUATION)
Although e2 is small, the product e2(t − t0) (or e2T ) becomes large as t − t0 → ∞ (T →
∞). Hence, higher loops are not suppressed in comparison with the tree-level contribution to the
photon’s Keldysh propagator. To understand the physics in the strong electric fields one has to
sum up leading IR contributions from all loops. We would like to perform the summation of those
terms which are powers of e2(t− t0) and to drop terms, which are suppressed by higher powers of
e. In order to do that, we have to solve the system of Dyson-Schwinger equations for the exact
propagators, DK,R,A and GK,R,A, and for the vertexes in the IR limit (t− t0 →∞ or T → +∞).
Taking into account that all vertexes, retarded, advanced propagators and also the Keldysh
propagator for the scalars receive subleading corrections, we can put them to their tree–level
values in the system of Dyson–Schwinger equations. Then, if we are interested only in the leading
corrections, this system reduces to the single equation for the exact Keldysh propagator of the
gauge field:
GKµν(p, t1, t2) = G
K
0 µν(p, t1, t2) +
∑
s1,s2,s3=±
e2
∞∫
−∞
dt3
∞∫
−∞
dt4
∫
d3k
(2π)3
×
×Gs1s20 µρ (p, t1, t3)Ds2s3(p − k, t3, t4)
←→
D ρ(t3)
←→
D σ(t4)D
s2s3(k, t3, t4)G
s3s1
σν (p, t4, t2), (23)
where GKµν is the exact propagator, while G
K
0µν is its initial (tree–level) value. To solve this equation
we express G±± and D±± via GA,R,K and DA,R,K [30], [31] and then use the ansatz (9) for the
exact GK . We put all the rest of propagators to their tree–level values and set κµν = 0 in (9),
because it does not receive large corrections at the tree–level. At the same time for GK0 we also
use (9) with κ0µν = 0 and n
0
µν 6= 0.
We would like to pick out the largest IR contribution from the integral on the RHS of (23). The
calculation is just a straightforward generalization of the one performed in the previous section.
Finally, one can convert the integral DS equation into the integrodifferential form, i.e., into the
form of the kinetic equation. After the extraction of the largest contribution to the RHS of (23),
this is done as follows:
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nµν − n0µν
t− t0 →
∂nµν(q, t)
∂t
= −Γρ1µ(q)
[
−gρν + nρν(q, t)
]
+ Γρ2µ(q)nρν(q, t),
where Γ1µν(q) = e
2
∫
d3k
(2π)3
∞∫
−∞
dτ
e−2i|q|τ
|q| ×
×
[
fk(τ)Dµfk−q(τ) − Dµfk(τ)fk−q(τ)
] [
f∗k (−τ)Dνf∗k−q(−τ) − Dνf∗k (−τ)f∗k−q(−τ)
]
and Γ2µρ(q) = e
2
∫
d3k
(2π)3
∞∫
−∞
dτ
e−2i|q|τ
|q| ×
×
[
f∗k (τ)Dµf
∗
k−q(τ) − Dµf∗k (τ)f∗k−q(τ)
] [
fk(−τ)Dρfk−q(−τ) − Dρfk(−τ)fk−q(−τ)
]
. (24)
One can check that Γ1,2µν(q) are transversal Γ1,2µν(q)q
ν = 0. E.g., for Γ1 this was done in the
previous sections, because if we put nµν = 0 on the RHS of (24) we reproduce the one–loop
result. Thus, Γ1,2 can be represented as Γ1,2µν(q) = πµν Γ1,2(q), where πµν is the above defined
symmetric transversal tensor. Also from the one-loop result for nq(t) one can see that Γ1 ≥ 0.
Similarly one can show that Γ2 is also grater than zero. Finally it is straightforward to show that
Γ1,2(q) = Γ1,2(−q).
Thus, taking the trace of (24), we get the following kinetic equation for nq(t):
∂nq(t)
∂t
= Γ1(q) [1 + nq(t)]− Γ2(q)nq(t). (25)
The physical meaning of the RHS of this equation is very simple. The first term describes the
photon production by the background field. The second term describes the decay of the produced
photons into charged pairs. We do not obtain on the RHS the terms describing other types of
the processes because they are suppressed by higher powers of e2, as we have seen above in the
one–loop calculation for the scalar Keldysh propagator.
IV. DISCUSSION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Thus, we see that vacuum of the electrodynamics can behave as a laser, if one switches on strong
background field as the laser pumping. I.e. background field produces photons along with charged
pairs. In fact, if one considers the limit e → 0, E → ∞ so that eE = const, then the Schwinger’s
probability remains finite. But the current 〈Jx〉 vanishes. To have non–zero current one has to
keep e finite. Then the current is not zero at the e1 order — at the tree–level. At the same time,
at the one–loop, e2, order we obtain that photons density grows with time. As the result we have
the photon production simultaneously with charged pairs. Note that the radiation of photons by
the created charged particles is suppressed by higher powers of e.
To understand completely the behavior of the photon density in the strong field background,
one has to solve the kinetic equation (25). We are not yet in a position to do that, because we
can not analytically estimate Γ1,2. Note that if Γ2 < Γ1 then the kinetic equation does not have
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a stationary solution. Otherwise there is a stationary solution for nq(t). That would mean that
eternally and everywhere constant electric field is allowed by quantum field theory (after summation
of all leading contributions).
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